Have you ever looked at your finger and noticed that the two sides are different? One side has a nail and one side does not. Similarly, many of the features on your back are very different from the features on your belly side. This is true for most animals, including butterflies. Butterflies have wing patterns on one surface that are very different from the patterns on the other surface ( Figure 1A ). Butterflies often use dull colors and patterns on one of their wing surfaces, to hide from predators, and, showy colors on the other surface, to attract mates. In addition, because most butterflies usually sit with their wings closed, the ventral (or bottom) side of their wings, with the subdued colors, is the only visible surface. The dorsal (or upper) side with the showy colors becomes hidden when the wings are closed. Thus, butterflies can effectively hide from predators in this position, but still be able to open and flap their wings to display their hidden showy colors when courting potential mates. Think of a butterfly wing as a piece of paper that can have two very different messages written on either side, to be shown to different people.
HOW DO WING PATTERNS DEVELOP IN BUTTERFLIES?
What we wanted to understand by our experiments was how the different patterns on the two wing surfaces are created. But, before we go there, let us talk about how wings and their patterns develop in [2] and Reed et al. [6] . (C) How are patterns created on butterfly wings? First there is an undivided, blank wing surface. Dorsal and ventral compartments are then created on the wing because of different expression of genes (Gene A shows the dorsal compartment, and the lack of Gene A creates the ventral compartment). At this time, the wing is folded along the line so that the two surfaces are like the two sides of a paper. In the third box, you can see that prepatterns are then created in these compartments, again because of expression of different combinations of genes. As the last step, color appears within these pre-patterns. D, dorsal/ top; V, ventral/bottom. butterflies and what we currently know about this process. Butterflies, along with beetles, flies, moths, and wasps, fall into the category of holometabolous insects. This means that butterflies go through a complete metamorphosis, which is the transition from a larval, grub-like animal to an adult animal with wings, large slender legs, and big eyes. Butterflies have four different life stages during development. These are the embryonic stage (which takes place inside the egg), the larval (or caterpillar) stage, the pupal stage, and the adult stage. Eggs are laid on the leaves of specific plants and the caterpillars that hatch from the eggs eat these leaves until they enter the pupal stage. The pupal stage is when most of the larval body tissues are dissolved and re-formed to create the adult butterfly that finally emerges. The wings of butterflies are formed from a group of cells that are set aside during the embryonic stage, in the form of imaginal discs. These imaginal discs grow inside the larval body as the larvae grow, but in the pupal stage the imaginal discs move to the outside of the body and develop their final size and shape. You can easily see the front wings of a future butterfly by carefully examining the two sides of a pupa.
Adult wing patterns gradually develop on the wing imaginal discs as these discs grow into the adult wings. At some point during the caterpillar stage, the wing is "divided" into dorsal and ventral compartments. This division happens because certain genes (sections of DNA that contain specific instructions to build the organism) become expressed only in one surface of the wing, say the dorsal surface, but not in the other. After this stage, prepatterns are laid out on the disc, due to the expression of different genes in different positions of the wing ( Figure 1B ). At this early stage, it is already clear that the prepatterns are different on the dorsal and ventral wing surfaces. In a later stage, colors appear in the prepatterns because pigmentation (color) genes become activated [1] . Using the analogy of a piece of paper again, we can create compartments in the paper by drawing lines and creating folds as shown in Figure 1C . Then, we can draw a picture on one side of the paper that represents a prepattern, and finally we color the picture using different color combinations to get the final adult pattern ( Figure 1C ).
Scientists have studied wing development in fruit flies (scientific name: Drosophila melanogaster) for many years and have identified a lot of genes important for creating compartments and patterns. Because wing development in fruit flies and butterflies is very similar, the initial stages of wing development, such as creation of compartments in butterfly wings, has come to be understood quite well through the study of fruit flies. However, butterflies are different from flies in that butterflies have intricate and colorful wing patterns. Researchers have been quite successful at identifying numerous genes that create these patterns. For example, many genes involved in the development of patterns that 
IMAGINAL DISCS
Structures within the body of a holometabolous insect larva that develop into the external structures of the adult (such as wings and legs).
PREPATTERNS
Patterns formed by groups of cells expressing different combinations of genes that finally regulate the development of different colors. look like eyes, called eyespot patterns, have been identified. In the butterfly species Bicyclus anynana, genes called spalt and distal-less are expressed in the centers of eyespots, and, spalt is also expressed in the black ring. Another gene called engrailed/invected is expressed in the surrounding gold ring ( Figure 1B) [2] . So, based on these studies and the similarity in development between fly and butterfly wings, we hypothesized that a gene called apterous A might be responsible for creating different dorsal and ventral wing patterns in butterflies. We selected this gene because, in the wings of flies and butterflies, it is expressed only on the dorsal surface and is absent from the ventral surface [3, 4] . We used the butterfly B. anynana to test this hypothesis. To show that this gene is responsible for creating different surface-specific patterns in butterflies, we needed to delete it and look at wing patterns in butterflies that did not have this gene. If apterous A is indeed responsible for creating a dorsal pattern that is different from the ventral pattern, then when it is deleted, the dorsal pattern should become similar to the ventral pattern. To delete the apterous A gene, we utilized a new technique called CRISPR-Cas9.
WHAT IS THE CRISPR-Cas9 TECHNIQUE?
The CRISPR-Cas9 technique is a powerful new technology that has made it possible for scientists to easily mutate genes and delete gene functions [5] . This system was initially identified in bacteria as an immune response to protect bacteria from harmful agents such as viruses [5] . When scientists use the CRISPR-Cas9 technique to delete certain genes in animals, they can then study the animals to see what happens when that gene is missing. The CRISPR-Cas9 technology basically consists of a molecular scissors (the Cas9 enzyme) that is guided to the gene of interest by a piece of RNA. RNA, similar to DNA, is a molecule that performs important biological functions within a cell. The RNA sequence tells the scissors which gene to chop up, and the Cas9 scissors cut it. However, repair mechanisms are quite poor and, when the chopped region is being repaired; lots of sequences either get deleted or added, destroying the function of that gene (Figure 2 ).
To use this system in B. anynana butterflies, we designed a RNA guide that recognizes the apterous A gene in this species, and, we injected this sequence along with the Cas9 scissors into the eggs (Figure 2) . We then raised all the emerging caterpillars until they became adults, and then studied the butterfly wing patterns to see if the dorsal patterns now looked like ventral patterns. The mutant patterns are usually mosaic (occur as patches on the wing surface) because only some cells (but not all the cells) of the butterfly would have been targeted by the
CRISPR-Cas9
A new technology that helps scientists target specific genes to modify their sequence and gene functions.
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APTEROUS A CREATES DORSAL-SPECIFIC BUTTERFLY WING PATTERNS
We found that, when apterous A was deleted from these butterflies, the butterflies had mosaic, ventral-like patterns on the dorsal surface of their wings (Figure 3 ) [6] . In the males for instance, certain features such as a gland used for producing courtship perfumes, which is normally located on the ventral surface, now appeared on the dorsal surface (red arrow in Figure 3 , column 2). In addition, one butterfly showed ventral-like eyespot patterns (seven eyespots; red arrows in Figure 3 , column 4) on the dorsal wing surface, that normally has only 0-2 eyespots. When we analyzed the apterous A gene sequence in these butterflies, we confirmed that the apterous A sequence was changed. These results told us that apterous A is indeed responsible for creating dorsal-specific wing patterns in butterflies. 
WHERE DOES THIS DATA LEAD US?
The diversity in surface-specific wing patterns in butterflies is enormous. If you ever visit a butterfly park or see the butterflies in your garden, you can notice this. We have identified a gene that can create these pattern variations between the dorsal and ventral wing surfaces of butterflies. Interestingly, the same gene (apterous) helps make beetle forewings very hard and solid. Other genes from the same family as apterous help to create different dorsal and ventral limb features in vertebrates such as mice. Thus, an interesting question that comes out of this work is whether the same family of genes is responsible for the different dorsalventral patterns in many different species, and how one gene family can create all this variation! A second and possibly very interesting use of this data is as a tool to select cells that can be used to do other cool things. For instance, if you look at the very famous Morpho butterfly species ( Figure 1A ) you see that the dorsal side is a brilliant blue color while the ventral side is mostly brown. The blue color is very interesting to scientists, because it is not created by pigments but is due to a mechanism in which light interacts with very tiny structures on the surface of the wing scales. If apterous A is expressed only on the dorsal surfaces, it means that all the cells that become blue scales express this gene. Using methods to sort out cells that express apterous A and those that do not, we can separate only the blue scales and study how these cells make those tiny structures. This could then be used by scientists to create color-producing surfaces, or maybe even to modify living cells such as bacteria so that they can produce different colors! 
